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Date _____________

Main Idea

Read each paragraph and choose the main idea
Last weekend my friends and I decided to go
to the movies. When we got to the mall, we sat
down with the movie list and tried to decide what to
see. We could only see the ones that were rated G
or PG, but there were 14 of them. Everybody
wanted to see a different movie. The more we
talked about which movie to see, the more
confused we got. How can six people decide on
one movie? Three of the boys wanted to see an
action movie, and the other three boys wanted to
see a science fiction. None of the girls could agree.
We all wanted to see a different comedy. There
were just too many movies that we wanted to see.
It would have been easier if we had to choose
between two.
My dad is having a pond dug at our house.
Today four huge bulldozers showed up to push
down the small trees and clear the land. You
wouldn't believe how loud four bulldozers can be.
Add to that the neighbor's dogs that barked the
whole time. Worst of all was our dogs barking in our
house. When the trucks arrived to haul away the
downed trees, I couldn't even hear myself think I
can't believe I have to hear all of this for another
three weeks.

There are many forms of alternative medicine.
But, one of them has been around for centuries.
Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) has been used
to treat people in China as long as there has been
recorded history. Many people in our country now
use some form of TCM to help keep them healthy.
Acupuncture and herbal medicines are the most
popular forms of TCM used in our country. People
like this form of medicine because it treats the whole
person and not just the disease.

The main idea of the paragraph is:
a. It is fun to go to the movies.
b. There were too many movies, so
my friends and I couldn't decide.
c. The mall shows many movies.
d. We couldn't decide on a movie
because we don't get along with
each other.

The main idea of the paragraph is:
a. Building a pond is a noisy job.
b. Dad is excited about the pond.
c. All dogs hate bulldozers.
d. How to build a pond.

The main idea of the paragraph is:
a. Acupuncture
b. Herbal medicine
c. Traditional Chinese Medicine
d. China
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